The effects of relativistic kinematics are studied for nuclear collisions of equal mass nuclei. It is found that the relativistic and non-relativistic elastic scattering amplitudes are nearly indistinguishable, and, hence, the relativistic and non-relativistic differential cross sections become indistinguishable. These results are explained by analyzing the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the first order optical potential that was employed in the calculation. The Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation for the transition amplitude is often used to calculate nuclear cross sections [1] . The minimum requirement for the study of relativistic effects in the LS equation is the inclusion of relativistic kinematics. In this letter, the effect of relativistic (REL) kinematics in nucleus-nucleus scattering is studied, and it is found that the scattering amplitudes calculated with REL and non-relativistic (NR) kinematics are nearly indistinguishable for nuclear collisions of equal mass nuclei when using the first order optical potential. It is shown that there are no observed significant differences between the NR and REL elastic differential cross sections for the equal mass case.
The Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation for the transition amplitude is often used to calculate nuclear cross sections [1] . The minimum requirement for the study of relativistic effects in the LS equation is the inclusion of relativistic kinematics. In this letter, the effect of relativistic (REL) kinematics in nucleus-nucleus scattering is studied, and it is found that the scattering amplitudes calculated with REL and non-relativistic (NR) kinematics are nearly indistinguishable for nuclear collisions of equal mass nuclei when using the first order optical potential. It is shown that there are no observed significant differences between the NR and REL elastic differential cross sections for the equal mass case.
The elastic scattering amplitude is determined from the transition amplitude, which is obtained by solving the following integral equation [1] ,
where k (k ′ ) is the initial (final) relative momentum of the projectile-target system in the center of momentum (CM) frame, E is the NR or REL total energy, T AA (k ′ , k) is the off-shell transition amplitude, and U(k ′ , k) is the optical potential. Using factorization and on-shell approximations for central potentials, the optical potential for projectiles and targets of equal mass is expressed as [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
where η is the Möller factor [1, 7] , A P and A T are, respectively, the number of nucleons in the projectile and target, t NN is the nucleon-nucleon (NN) transition amplitude, and ρ(|k ′ − k|) is the nuclear density of a nucleus [8, 9] . For equal mass projectile and target nuclei (A P = A T = A), η = 1, and the optical potential is
The on-shell scattering amplitude is related to the on-shell transition amplitude by [1] 
The off-shell scattering amplitude is defined as,
where
such that equation (4) is satisfied when the relative momentum is on-shell.
In order to show that the NR and REL elastic differential cross sections are the same for equal mass systems, the off-shell scattering amplitudes are obtained by using equation (5);
for the NR case,
for the REL case
for the NR case
for the REL case,
and the propagator has been expressed in terms of its principal value, P,
The Fermi motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus is neglected; therefore, the momentum imparted to each nucleon is κ = k/A. The mass of the nucleus, M, is approximately Am, where m is the average nucleon mass.
The pole structure for NR scattering amplitude is proportional to 1/(k 2 −k ′′ 2 ). With REL kinematics, the propagator can be rationalized such that the pole structure is manifestly the same as the NR case, thus
where µ = M/2.
Using equations (8), (9), and (11), the scattering amplitude from equation (7) reduces to the following for on-shell scattering:
for the REL case.
The only difference between the two amplitudes is that h(k, k ′′ ) = 2 in the NR case, and h(k, k ′′ ) → 2 only near the elastic cut for the REL case. The optical potential is largest near the on-shell momentum but decays rapidly thereafter. By definition, the principal value integral is never evaluated at k ′′ = k; however, significant contributions occur near the elastic cut. Due to the rapidly decaying optical potential and large contributions near the elastic cut, little differences are observed between the NR and REL scattering amplitudes for projectiles and targets of equal mass.
To illustrate these results, elastic differential cross sections are given in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 with lab projectile kinetic energies of 150, 500, 1000, and 20000 MeV/n. These solution methods are fully described in references [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The PW and LS3D results are generated with NR and REL kinematics, whereas the Eik code is NR. Each figure shows that there is no significant difference between the NR and REL elastic differential cross sections, regardless of the energy.
In summary, it is noted that the REL propagator has pole structure that is similar to the NR case and that the REL and NR scattering amplitudes are approximately equal near the elastic cut. The optical potential is largest near the on-shell momentum and decays rapidly thereafter. Consequently, the NR and REL on-shell scattering amplitudes have been shown to be nearly indistinguishable for projectile and target nuclei of equal mass. 
